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01.

About SCAND

Years in business

19+

SCAND Ltd. is an Eastern European company, located in Minsk,

Belarus.
The company is focused on software application and product

development

Qualified specialists

250+

Successful projects

600+

primarily using .NET, Java, PHP/JavaScript, and C++ technologies.
19+ years in IT, more than 600 successful projects for dozens of

customers
globally, and over 250 highly experienced engineers are our main
assets.

Satisfied customers

300+

02.

Specialists available
for new projects
Android Developer:

iOS Developer:

▪ Program Languages: Java, Kotlin

▪ Program Languages: Objective-C, Swift;
C/C++

▪ Platforms and frameworks: Java
for Android; Eclipse

▪ Platforms and frameworks: CocoaPods,
XCode

▪ DBMS: SQLite; Realm
▪ DBMS: SQLite; Realm;
▪ Libraries, tools and external
platforms: Mapbox SDK, Google
Map API, ASSIST SDK, Facebook
SDK, VK SDK, Google Analytics,
FCM, SocketIO

▪ Libraries, tools and external platforms:
Mapbox SDK, Google Map API,
ASSIST
SDK, Facebook SDK, VK SDK, ANPS, Skrill
SDK

▪ Languages: English

▪ Languages: English

03.

Online Digital Banking
Platform (BaaS)
The SCAND development team delivered an online
digital platform supplemented by iOS and Android

mobile applications. It allows the bank to analyze and
avoid risks and to provide customers with a wide
range of high-quality services under any conditions.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

React, Java Spring, Spring Boot, Node.js, MySQL

Mobile and Web Application Development

Banking & Finance

04.

Trip Planner —
travel guide app
Taking into account the length of stay and
classification of the tourist, the developed
traveling organizer provides the information
about the local cafes, restaurants, parks,
museums and other sights, as well as it offers

routes to the chosen destination points.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Swift, IOS, Android

Mobile Application Development

Media & Entertainment

05.

Phone Usage
Tracker App for
Self-control
Our mobile development team created the
Android Self-Control app that tends to become a

must-have for mobile apps addicts and help
them analyze their mobile phone habits.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Android Studio, SQLite/ORMLite, GCM/FCM, Ads, S3 data backup,
Facebook SDK, Fabric SDK, IPC (AIDL), Android SDK

Mobile Application Development,
Native apps

Media & Entertainment

06.

Client Android
App for a Cloudbased OS
The software our team created for the PC-like
device helped to finally get the multifunctional

solution for families and business organizations
with remote control features and access to

Android and web apps

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Java, Mobile, Android SDK, Android Studio,
SQLite/ORMLite, IPC (AIDL)

Mobile Application Development, Native apps

07.

TV Augmented Reality App for Choosing a TV Set
to Match Home Design
The SCAND mobile development team has used augmented
reality technologies to create a solution that simplifies and
visualizes the process of choosing a TV ideal for the interior
design. The app also provides its user with the
comprehensive information about the device chosen.

Technologies & Platforms:

Expertise:

Services:

С/C++, Java, Mobile, C#, Objective-C, Android, iOS, OpenCV

Augmented and Virtual Reality

Mobile Application Development

08.

Deep Sea World —
Augmented Reality App
for Education
Exploring the deep sea world with this augmented reality

education mobile application is pure fun and the kids will
not only get to know what fish look like. Children could also
hear the audio streaming the information about the fish and
make the augmented reality 3D model fish move on their
screens. This kind of interaction helps kids receive the

information about our world easily and motivates to learn.

Technologies & Platforms:

Expertise:

Services:

Industries:

Java, С/C++, Mobile, Objective C, OpenGL ES, OpenCV, Android, iOS

Augmented and Virtual Reality

Mobile Application Development

Education

09.

SVG Files
Support Kit for
Android
SVG Kit for Android is an extremely useful library

that is frequently utilized in SCAND development
projects for Android. Our developers achieved
their main goal and made the library quite small
and flexible. It includes several features that are
often absent in “huge” libraries.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Java, Mobile, Android SDK, ADT

Mobile Application Development

10.

Trip Planner —
travel guide app
Taking into account the length of stay and
classification of the tourist, the developed
traveling organizer provides the information
about the local cafes, restaurants, parks,
museums and other sights, as well as it offers

routes to the chosen destination points.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, NFC, QR codes, iOS SDK, Android SDK, PDFly
SDK, Objective-C, Android Studio, XCode

Mobile Application Development

Education

11.

Real-time Voting
App for TV Show
Viewers
Our TV Voting Application is a mobile app that

involves users in the TV shows letting them vote
via the app, comment the statements in real time,

or decide whether a product or service is really
worth buying.SCAND has developed the mobile
voting app for iOS and Android to engage ordinary

people in hot sporting competitions and product
promotion via accumulating their judgments.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Objective-C, iOS SDK, Android SDK

Mobile Application Development

Media & Entertainment

12.

Mood-based
Smart Music
Player for Android
Smart Radio is a native mobile app designed by
SCAND to reflect and influence the users’ mood
through music. It represents the capacities of self-

learning neural networks and the AI-driven SDK that
can be a key to smart home devices or logistics and
medicine tools.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Android SDK, Android Studio, Maven

Mobile Application Development, Native apps

Media & Entertainment

13.

Personal App for
Clients of Pension
Fund or Bank
Personal Account is a native mobile app solution
capable of reducing time expenses on data search and

giving its users all essential financial info. The app runs
on Android and iOS devices.
Our mobile app developers made personal accounts for

a pension fund and banks available on mobile. The
Personal Account native app gives users the information

about their agreements and transactions in a few clicks.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Objective-C, Android SDK, iOS SDK, GPS, iOS, Android

Mobile Application Development, Native Apps

Banking & Finance

14.

SignDocs —
Application for
Signing PDF
Documents
When there is a need to be always connected
to a bunch of various documents, from bank

checks to work contracts, the SignDocs app
allows getting access to the PDF file required,
signing it asap, and going on with the other
business issues.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Mobile, Objective-C, iOS SDK, Google Drive SDK, Dropbox
SDK, OpenCV, Facebook SDK, Google+ API, iOS

Mobile Application Development, Native apps

15.

Mobile App for
Football Club Fans
True fans will hardly overlook a penalty or corner
because our Football Team app does not only
accumulate all info vital for football club supporters,
including news, ratings, and overviews, but it also

provides a live broadcast of football matches. Even
if the football club fans are on vacation or busy
working, they stay abreast of the events on the field
and get football tickets in a few clicks.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Objective-C, Xcode, Android Studio, PUSH notifications support

Mobile Application Development, Hybrid Apps

Media & Entertainment

16.

Mobile Banking – Mobile
Version of Banks’ Websites
with Extra Features
Apart from providing the mobile version of the banks’ websites, the
SCAND mobile team included some additional opportunities into the
app. Furthermore, the native Mobile Banking application has been
provided to the bank customers to easily access their banking

products and engage in major banking operations.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Objective-C, Android SDK, iOS SDK

Mobile Application Development, Hybrid Apps

Banking & Finance

17.

SelfieKing — App
for Selfie Contests
Our selfie app provides a user with the opportunity to
organize a selfie challenge and invite other users to

participate in it. Rate the pictures of other users and
start interacting with them. We believe that these
particular features bring impressive potential to the
app due to the advanced rating system implemented.
Any kind of activity that implies taking pictures, rating,

and revealing who the winner is could get the max
out of the logic our app is based on.

Technologies & Platforms:

Services:

Industries:

Java, Mobile, Android

Mobile Application Development, Native apps

Media & Entertainment

18.

Contact us
Mobile: +1 773-831-4876
Phone/Fax: +375 17-256-0877

E-mail: info@scand.com
Address: 8b/1, Fabritsiusa str.,

220007 Minsk, Belarus
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